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RIDEAU VALLEY CONSERVATION AUTHORITY 
Box 599, 3889 Rideau Valley Drive 

Manotick, Ontario, K4M 1A5 
(613) 692-3571, 1-800-267-3504 

APPROVED MINUTES 

Executive Committee Meeting B     Thursday, December 14, 2023     7:00 
pm #4/23 

Present: Anne Barr Brian Dowdall 
Anne Robinson Kristin Strackerjan 
Gary Waterfield 

Staff: Sommer Casgrain-Robertson, General Manager 
Laura Cummings, Regulations Enforcement Officer 
Terry Davidson, Director Engineering & Regulations 
Nick Fritzsche, Regulations Inspector 
Marissa Grondin, Recording Secretary 
Isabelle Maltais, Natural Hazard Water Resources Engineer 

Guests: Karen Sergeant, Landowner 
Kim Villa, Landowner’s neighbour 
Ian Watson, Contractor/Agent 

________________________________________________ 

Hearing of Applicant: 

File Number:   RV3-59/23 
Date Received: August 30, 2023 
Revised Date: November 15, 2023 

Name:  Karen Sergeant 
Address: 6079 James Bell Drive, Lot 11, Concession A, 

Manotick, City of Ottawa 

Purpose of Development Application: 

1. Approximately 30-metre-long armour stone retaining wall
of 29” to 48” (2 blocks – 3 blocks) in height has been
installed on the slope adjacent to the Rideau River.

2. A staircase 7' wide 13' deep & 2.13 metres in height,
consisting of paving stones, has been constructed to
replace an existing staircase in a different location.

3. Approximately 19 metres of slope behind constructed
armour stone wall has been cut back to a 2.5:1 - 3:1
slope ratio. Slope to be planted with natural vegetation
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and covered with appropriate erosion control blanket. 

4. The existing interlock surrounding dwelling on table land
has been expanded around the eastern side of the
dwelling with additional interlock.

5. Existing concrete pad at base of slope has been leveled
by the placement of gravel and interlock.

Legal Description of Property: 

1. 6079 James Bell Drive, Lot 11, Concession A, Manotick,
City of Ottawa

1.0 Roll Call and Introductions 

The meeting was officially commenced by Chair Kristin Strackerjan at 7:03 p.m. 
Sommer Casgrain-Robertson, RVCA General Manager, conducted a roll call for 
member attendance and invited introductions from staff, applicants, and agents. 

2.0 Executive Committee to sit as Hearing Board 

Resolution 1B-231214 Moved by: Brian Dowdall 
Seconded by: Anne Barr 

That the Rideau Valley Conservation Authority’s Executive Committee sit as a 
Hearing Board for the purpose of holding a Hearing under Section 28 of the 
Conservation Authorities Act. 

Resolution Carried 

3.0 Declarations of Interest 

There were no declarations of interest. 

4.0 Chair’s Opening Remarks 

Chair Strackerjan outlined the purpose of a hearing under Section 28 (12) of the 
Conservation Authorities Act, R.S.O. 1990 as amended to the applicant and 
their agent. 

• The application is # RV3-59/23
• The properties are located at 6079 James Bell Drive, Lot

11, Concession A, Manotick, City of Ottawa.
• The applicant is Karen Sergeant
• The applications are for
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1. Approximately 30-metre-long armour stone retaining wall of 29” to 48” (2 blocks 
– 3 blocks) in height has been installed on the slope adjacent to the Rideau 
River. 
 

2. A staircase 7' wide 13' deep & 2.13 metres in height, consisting of paving 
stones, has been constructed to replace an existing staircase in a different 
location. 
 

3. Approximately 19 metres of slope behind constructed armour stone wall has 
been cut back to a 2.5:1 - 3:1 slope ratio. Slope to be planted with natural 
vegetation and covered with appropriate erosion control blanket. 
 

4. The existing interlock surrounding dwelling on table land has been expanded 
around the eastern side of the dwelling with additional interlock. 
 

5. Existing concrete pad at base of slope has been leveled by the placement of 
gravel and interlock. 
 
While our procedures are generally informal, we do require that all 
evidence be given under affirmation. 
 
The proceedings are governed by the provisions of an Ontario 
statute called the Statutory Powers Procedure Act. Witnesses are 
afforded protection similar to the protection of the Ontario Evidence 
Act, this means that any statements that you make may not be used 
against you in subsequent civil matters or in prosecutions against 
you under a Provincial statute, but it does not apply to federal 
matters. Under the provisions of the Canada Evidence Act, a 
witness must specifically request protection before answering any 
question which the witness is concerned may incriminate them. 
This Tribunal is required to draw this matter to your attention. 
 
None of this relieves the witness of the obligation to tell the truth, 
since perjury is not included under the protection provided by 
these federal and provincial statutes. 
 
Our normal practice is to ask staff to proceed first as they have 
exhibits that will help us understand the location of the property as 
well as the nature of the issue before us. If you feel there are any 
special circumstances that need to be considered, please tell us. We 
rely on you to make us aware of why an exception should be made, if 
indeed one is required, in this case. 
 
Once sworn, you are free to ask questions or make statements 
providing all questions are directed through the Chair. 
 
Do you have any objections at this time? 
 
There were no objections. 
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5.0 Administration of Affirmations 
 

The affirmations were administered by Vice Chair Anne Robinson. Staff 
members Nick Fritsche, Terry Davidson, and Isabelle Maltais, along with 
applicant Karen Sergeant, and agents Kim Villa and Ian Watson, were affirmed. 
 
 
6.0 Presentation by RVCA Staff 
 
Terry Davidson, Director of Engineering and Regulations, introduced file number 
RV3-59/23 and provided an overview of the following exhibits. A copy of the 
PowerPoint presentation is attached at the end of the minutes. 
 
Exhibit 1 – Case Overview 
 

• File: RV3-5923 
• Municipal address: 6079 James Bell Drive, Manotick  
• Owner: Karen Sergeant  

 
• Retroactive Revised Development Proposal:  

• “Proposal for Changes to Landscape Project located at 6079 
James Bell Drive”  

• “Installation of a Second Row of Armor Stone” 
• “Additional Armor Stone Installed Adjacent to Newly 

Constructed Stairs” 
• “Installation of Interlock within the Floodplain”  

 
 
Exhibit 2 – Site Location 
 
The slide illustrates a map encompassing the region of Manotick, Ontario, 
pinpointing the applicant’s site location and the RVCA office location for 
contextual reference. 
 
 
Exhibit 3 – RVCA Hazard Map 
 
Exhibit 3 features an RVCA Hazard Map displaying the regulatory details of 
ARN: 06141828200210000000, specifically focusing on the property located at 
6079 James Bell Drive. The map illustrates key elements such as the 
delineation of reduced flood risk areas, the City Planning Conservation Authority 
Boundary, Regulation Limits, 100-year Floodline, Dominant Hazards, and other 
relevant features. This visual representation provides a comprehensive overview 
of the regulatory context and hazard characteristics associated with the 
specified location. 
 
Mr. Davidson stated the following facts in relation to the hazard map;  
 

-The property spans 1356.27 m2 or 0.34 acres on the west shore of the 
Rideau River. 
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-The shoreline extends approximately 37 meters (121.4 feet) and is fully 
developed, featuring an approximately 73 m2 rectangular concrete pad 
with some cracks. The shoreline is connected to the watercourse by a 
vertical concrete wall. 
 
-The 1:100-year floodplain at the site is at 86.86 meters geodetic, and 
development regulations apply roughly 15 meters from this elevation, 
following the OMNRF Guidelines for hazard mapping. Notably, the 1:100-
year floodplain elevation aligns with the top of the concrete pad toward 
the slope's toe. 
 

 
Exhibit 4 – Development Location 
 
Exhibit 4 presents the identical RVCA Hazard Map showcased in Exhibit 3, 
accompanied by an additional feature that outlines the precise location of the 
development property. This inclusion provides a contextual reference, 
integrating the hazard map with the specific site of interest, contributing to a 
more detailed understanding of the regulatory and hazard aspects relevant to 
the development. It was noted that the map image is from 2021. 
 
 
Exhibit 5 – Existing Conditions 1/2 and 2/2  
 
Exhibit 5, part one of two, displays two photographs of the property, submitted 
by the applicant in August 2023. The left photograph captures the eastern side 
of the dwelling, facing south, revealing interlock and brick landscaping extending 
from the front of the dwelling, wrapping around the north side, and ending at the 
eastern end, approximately in line with the sunroom. 
 
The right photograph features the western side of the shoreline, also facing 
south. Concrete stairs on the west side of a mature tree provided access to the 
concrete pad. An existing brick crib surrounded the base of the tree, but it was in 
poor condition. Mr. Davidson highlighted that the concrete pad on the western 
shoreline is Federally owned by Parks Canada. 
 
Exhibit 5, part two of two, features two photographs of the property submitted by 
the applicant in August 2023. The left photograph captures the eastern side 
shoreline, facing south, while the right photograph showcases the eastern side 
shoreline, facing southeast. 
 
Mr. Davidson provided an overview, explaining that the slope adjacent to the 
concrete pad exhibited signs of a previously existing two-tiered wooden retaining 
wall. By August 29, 2023, most of these wooden walls had been removed. The 
slope featured mostly non-manicured vegetation, and minimal erosion of fines 
was noted in areas lacking vegetation. Although minor surficial erosion and 
weathering from runoff water were observed, they did not suggest significant 
slope instability. Importantly, current residence foundations were not dependent 
on the retaining structure and were adequately setback, ensuring they would not 
be compromised by any potential instability or failure of the slope or retaining 
wall. 
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Exhibit 6 – Initial Application Submission – Submitted August 24, 2023 
 
Exhibit 6 depicts agent submitted photos of the applicant’s application for 
“Development, Interference with Wetlands and Alterations to Shorelines and 
Watercourses” Ont. Reg. 174/06. Signed by Karen Sergeant and Ian Watson 
and dated August 10, 2023. 
 
Quoted directly as specified in the application, the purpose of the work is for: 
 

“Repair foundation of existing house – re-do existing interlock, build 
new stairs (where existing stairs were, build new retainning wall due 
to old wall has failed” 

  
; with a completion date of October 1, 2023, and no start date stated on the 
document.  
 
 
Exhibit 7 – Existing Conditions on August 29, 2023 
 
Exhibit 7 presents three images capturing the existing conditions on the site, 
taken during a staff visit on August 29, 2023. Mr. Davidson explained in detail 
the following; 
 
It was discovered that development work had commenced within the regulated 
area without obtaining a permit. Despite the submission of an application from 
the agent and an authorization letter from the landowner, neither had received 
approval nor a permit. RVCA staff informed the applicant and agent about the 
requirement for development plan drawings and directed them to consult the 
minimum application requirements document for guidance. 
 
In the left photograph, a raised concrete sil of four to six inches in height was 
installed on the concrete pad. The middle image shows the dismantling of the 
brick crib and stairs, while the right photograph reveals regrading and vegetation 
removal on table lands without proper authorization. 
 
During the site visit, staff determined that the aforementioned work was 
unnecessary, as the site conditions could accommodate measures like 
regrading, re-naturalization, or bioengineering erosion mitigation to effectively 
address minor erosion issues and limit the risk of instability. Additionally, 
evidence of a previous retaining wall constructed with wooden railway ties led 
staff to conclude that there was an opportunity to re-naturalize the slope. 
 
 
Exhibit 8 – Initial Site Plan Submission – Submitted August 30, 2023 

 
Exhibit 8 presents the initial site plan submitted by the applicant on August 30, 
2023, in response to the initial site conditions outlined in Exhibit 7. Mr. Davidson 
elaborated; staff conducted a review of the drawing and identified 
inconsistencies in dimensions, along with a lack of geodetic elevations. 
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On August 31, 2023, Nick Fritzsche, a staff member, contacted Ian Watson to 
request additional information. 
 
 
Exhibit 9 – Initial Cross section Submission – Submitted August 30, 2023 
 
Exbibit 9 presents the initial site plan submitted by the applicant on August 30, 
2023, from a cross section point of view. 
 
 
Exhibit 10 – Initial Grading Plan Submission – Submitted August 31, 2023 
 
Mr. Davidson presented exhibit 11, the applicant’s initial grading plan 
submission. He explained that after Mr. Fritzsche's request for additional 
information on August 30, 2023, Mr. Watson submitted an inadequate grading 
plan, which lacked geodetic elevations. 
 
On September 14, 2023, RVCA staff convened to review the submitted plans. A 
meeting was scheduled for September 18, 2023, involving RVCA staff and the 
applicant's agent, to address concerns raised by RVCA and explore potential 
solutions. 
 
 
Exhibit 11 – 6079 James Bell Drive – September 14, 2023 
 
Mr. Davidson outlined the events that took place on September 14, 2023, noting 
that during on site visits, RVCA staff observed work in progress at 6079 James 
Bell Drive without permit approval. Excavation on the slope, directly adjacent to 
the Rideau River, was observed with no sediment control measures in place, the 
shoreline was noted to be stripped of vegetation. 
 
The photograph in exhibit 11 showcases an excavator on site and the shoreline 
stripped of vegetation. 
 

 
Exhibit 12 – Notice of Violation – September 15, 2023 

 
Mr. Davidson outlined the actions taken by RVCA staff to issue the Notice of 
Violation to Karen Sergeant and Ian Watson. On September 15, 2023, RVCA 
staff issued a notice of violation to the property owner and agent to halt work 
without a permit from continuing. 

 
Mr. Davidson further explained that on September 18, 2023, a meeting took 
place between staff and the agent. Following the meeting, amendments were 
requested to bring the design to a point where it could be approved at staff level. 
 
RVCA staff requested the following: 

 
- Lot grading plan prepared by Professional Engineer or Ontario Land 

Surveyor  
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- Site Plan prepared by a Professional Engineer.  
- Clarification of inconsistencies in the agent's drawings and a detailed view of 

how the floodplain affected the property. 
 

 
Exhibit 13 – Amended Site Plan Submission – Submitted September 25, 2023 

 
Exhibit 13 depicts an amended site plan from a bird’s eye view perspective, 
showing regulated 100-year flood levels based on November 20, 2018, ground 
elevations.  

 
Mr. Davidson explained that following the meeting on September 18, 2023, the 
agent submitted amended drawings on September 25, 2023, bringing the design 
closer to expectations, though staff concerns persisted. 
 
On September 28, 2023, RVCA staff engaged in discussions regarding the 
amended drawings, leading to a decision on the design direction that could 
receive approval. 
 
By September 29, 2023, RVCA provided the agent with detailed requests for 
amendments to achieve a design that would be approvable at the staff level. A 
concession was made, allowing for the use of 200mm landscape blocks at the 
toe of the slope instead of a fully naturalized solution. 

 
 

Exhibit 14 – 6079 James Bell Drive – October 5, 2023 
 

Mr. Davidson explained that on October 5, 2023, staff observed work without 
permit approval.  

 
The slide shows an image of the site with landscaping excavating machines on 
the property and the changes outlined below. 

 
Despite previous warnings, staff observed ongoing work on the site without 
approval, noting the use of two blocks of armor stone instead of the agreed-
upon eight-inch landscape blocks. Staff issued a reminder to the agent and 
applicant, referencing the Notice of Violation and emphasizing the need to halt 
work until approval was obtained. In response to the reminder, the agent 
contacted staff, requesting a meeting. A meeting was scheduled for October 10, 
2023. 

 
Exhibit 15 – Approved Site Plan – Approved October 12, 2023 
 
The slide shows a bird’s eye view of the approved site plan.  
 
Mr. Davidson explained that on October 10, 2023, the agent and applicant met 
with RVCA staff, during which staff outlined requirements concerning the 
retaining wall design and slope grading. After the meeting, the agent submitted 
updated drawings; however, staff noted the need for additional information, 
including geodetic elevations, existing and proposed grades, dimensions, and 
erosion control measures. 
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On October 11, 2023, the agent and a member of his staff visited the RVCA 
office in Manotick, working on the drawings until the end of the day. RVCA 
approved the proposed design submitted on October 11, 2023, and a Letter of 
Permission (LoP) was provided on October 12, 2023. The LoP was signed by 
the property owner and returned on October 15th.  

 
 

Exhibit 16 – Approved Cross Section – Approved October 12, 2023 
 

The slide shows a cross section of the approved site plan noted in exhibit 15. 
 
 

Exhibit 17 – Letter of Permission – Issued October 12, 2023 
 

The slide shows the Letter of Permission under Ont. Reg 174/06 S. 28 of the 
Conservation Authorities Act, sent to the applicant on October 12, 2023.  
 
Mr. Davidson explained that on October 15, 2023, the property owner, Karen 
Sergeant, signed and returned the Letter of Permission (LoP). 
 
On October 17, 2023, Agent Ian Watson requested an Executive Committee 
Hearing. In response, Mr. Fritzsche provided information on the formal appeal 
process, indicating that the agent would need to submit a revised design. Only if 
the design is deemed not approvable at a staff level could the proposal proceed 
to a Hearing. On October 18, 2023, Ian Watson requested an RVCA visit to 
6079 James Bell, and a meeting was set for October 19th. 

 
 

Exhibit 18 – October 19, 2023 Site Visit 
 

The presentation slide includes textual information and three images capturing 
the development site during the planned visit on October 19, 2023. Mr. Davidson 
spoke to the slide; RVCA staff confirmed that the completed works on site 
exceeded the scope of the design approved in RV3-59/23 Letter of Permission 
issued on October 12, 2023. Non-conforming elements included stairs, the 
armour stone wall, and the arrangement of armour stone around a tree. 
Additionally, gravel and interlock were observed on the concrete pad. 
 
Mr. Davidson provided further details, stating that on November 10, 2023, 
revised drawings and a Proposal of Amendments document were submitted. 
However, RVCA staff noted that the revised drawings did not accurately reflect 
the development at 6079 James Bell Drive and exhibited inconsistencies. RVCA 
staff set a deadline for completed revised drawings by November 14, 2023, to 
proceed to the December 14, 2023 hearing date. 

 
 

Exhibit 19 – Submitted Retroactive Revised Site Plan 
 

The slide shows a bird’s eye view perspective of the retroactive revised site plan 
as submitted by the agent. 
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Mr. Davidson elaborated on the revised proposal, as outlined in the site plan 
submitted on November 15, 2023. The plan includes a vertical armour stone wall 
approximately twenty-three (23) meters long, ranging from twenty-nine to forty 
eight (29 to 48) inches in height, positioned about thirteen to eighteen (13 to 18) 
feet from the shoreline. Another eighteen (18) inch, sixty-two (62) feet long 
armour stone wall is proposed along the southern edge of the property. 
Additional interlock hardscaping extends past the eastern edge of the dwelling, 
reaching up to the crest of the slope in some areas. 
 
The proposal also entails the removal of existing stairs, replaced by new stairs in 
a different location. The new stairs are supported by adjacent tapered armour 
stone walls, reaching up to five (5) stones high. The deteriorated brick crib, 
which previously housed a tree, has been removed and replaced with a larger 
armour stone crib. The shoreline-facing vertical wall of this crib is forty-eight (48) 
inches tall and is positioned thirteen (13) feet from the shoreline. Tapering up to 
five (5) stones high, it meets the table land at an elevation of eighty-eight point 
eight (88.80) meters geodetic, approximately two point thirteen (2.13) meters 
tall. 

 
 

Exhibit 20 – Submitted Retroactive Revised Cross-Sections 
 

The slide shows a cross section view of the submitted retroactive revised site 
plan.  
 
Mr. Davidson elaborated on the details of the retroactive revised site plan, 
elucidating that the submission includes a cross-section diagram outlining the 
placement of the armour stone on the existing concrete pad. The diagram 
illustrates plans to taper the armour stone wall to a height of four to five stones. 
Furthermore, the drawing specifies the addition of a new concrete paver on the 
existing concrete pad, featuring approximately four to six inches of gravel 
covered by interlock paver stones atop the concrete pad. 
 

 
Exhibit 21 – Retroactive Revised Project Description 
 
Mr. Davidson read the following text which was displayed on the slide for exhibit 
21; 

 
• The installation of an approximately 62’ feet long armour stone retaining 

wall of 29” to 48” (2 blocks – 3 blocks) in height at toe of slope adjacent to 
the Rideau River. 

• Install 7’ wide, 13’ deep access stairs and relocate to opposite side of 
tree. The relocated stairs are approximately 6’ 11 ¾” (2.13 metres) in 
height. 

• Install armour stone adjacent to the relocated stairs. 
• Install armour stone wall surrounding mature tree.  
• Approximately 62’ (19 metres) of existing slope behind proposed wall to 

be cut back to a 2.5:1 - 3:1 slope ratio. Slope to be planted with natural 
vegetation and covered with appropriate erosion control blanket. 
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• The existing interlock surrounding dwelling on table land to be expanded 
around the eastern side of the dwelling with additional interlock. 

• Leveling out of existing concrete pad with new gravel and interlock 
installed on concrete pad. 

 
 
Exhibit 22 – Current Condition 
 
Exhibit 22 displays a photograph capturing the current site conditions at 6079 
James Bell Drive, taken by RVCA staff on November 30, 2023. 
 
During the presentation, Mr. Davidson, with permission from the Chair, 
approached the screen and indicated the unapproved changes in the 
photograph. He emphasized that the entire development falls within the 
regulated zone as the regulation limit extends through the house. Mr. Watson 
interjected, asserting that there will be natural vegetation. However, Mr. 
Davidson clarified that the concrete pad falls under the jurisdiction of Parks 
Canada, and RVCA has no authority over that area. 
 
The next slide, as part of Exhibit 22, is a comparison of the application, file 
number RV3-59/23, of the previously approved application on October 12, 2023 
to the revised application dated November 15, 2023.  
 
Mr. Davidson read the comparison depicted in the PowerPoint presentation; 
 

“RV3-5923 Previously Approved Application on October 12, 2023 
- Armour stone retaining wall (single block) 15” in height, 62’ in length 

along the toe of the shoreline slope 
- Armour stone wall tapering to 69” (4 blocks) high to stabilize slope on 

eastern side of property 
- Armour stone wall 48” (3 blocks) high to replace existing brick crib 

around tree on west side of shoreline 
- Install 7’ wide by 6’ 11 3 4� ” high access stairs (location of stairs 

changed to opposite side of tree) 
- 62’ of slope behind armour stone wall to be cut back at a 2.5:1 – 3:1 

slope, planted with natural vegetation and covered with erosion 
control blanket 

 
  RV3-5923 Revised application dated November 15, 2023 

- Additional armour stone 17” in height, 62’ in length – total height of 
wall is now 29” – 32” 

- Additional fill added to slope to backfill higher armour stone wall 
- Same 
- Armour stone wall up to 5 blocks in height 
- larger than previous brick crib structure 
- Armour stone abutting stairs 
- Area to be planted has been reduced due to height of wall and 

hardscaping on the tableland, including approximately 85 square 
metres of interlock 
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- Extension of 18” high, 69’ long armour stone retaining wall to connect 
with shoreline retaining wall which splits the table land into two parts 

- 4” to 6” gravel and interlock has been installed on the concrete pad 
(7.4 cubic metres of fill)” 

 
 
Exhibit 23 – Issues with Revised Proposal 1/3 
 
Exhibit 23 part one of three contains the following text; 
 

• Conservation of Land 
• A net environmental gain should be achieved in matters 

associated with on-site natural heritage features, such as 
riparian zones. 

• More sustainable erosion mitigation techniques are 
feasible at the site.  

• Conservation of Land  
• is the protection, management or restoration of lands within the 

watershed ecosystem for the purpose of maintaining or 
enhancing the natural features and ecological functions and 
hydrological functions, within the watershed. 

 
Mr. Davidson emphasized that the concept of Conservation of Land 
encompasses all facets of the physical environment, including terrestrial, 
aquatic, biological, botanical, and air components, as per the court's definition in 
the case of 611428 Ontario Ltd vs. Metropolitan Toronto and Region 
Conservation Authority. By this definition, Conservation of Land involves 
maintaining or enhancing the natural features, ecological functions, and 
hydrological functions of the shoreline area within the watershed. Under RVCA 
policy, there is a stipulation for achieving a net environmental gain in matters 
related to natural heritage features, such as the riparian zone of the Rideau 
River, where this development has occurred. 
 
Contrary to the current approach of implementing armour stone walls and 
hardscaping, Mr. Davidson suggested that more sustainable erosion mitigation 
techniques, such as regrading, naturalization, or bio-engineering, could be 
considered for the site. These measures have the potential to stabilize the slope 
and mitigate erosion risks without the necessity of a hardscape retaining wall. 
He further noted that the existing residence foundations are not reliant on the 
retaining wall structure, and they are adequately set back from the slope, 
ensuring that they would not be compromised by any instability or failure of the 
slope or retaining wall. Consequently, the wall was deemed unnecessary for the 
stability and safety of the dwelling. 
 
 
Exhibit 23 – Issues with Revised Proposal 2/3 

 
Exhibit 23 part two of three contains the following text; 

 
• Existing conditions on site with respect to erosion do not warrant the 

type/size of retaining wall that has been constructed. 
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• Based on preliminary evaluation of the slope stability and 
erosion hazards at the site from a geotechnical perspective, 
staff concluded that the use of hardscape retaining wall was not 
required.  

• Precedent set for development on the Rideau River for unnecessary 
hardscaping when natural solutions are available.  

• Such as naturalization, regrading, or bio-engineering erosion 
mitigation techniques.  

 
Mr. Davidson added that toe erosion from the watercourse is an improbable 
cause for the site's previous conditions, given that the lower concrete structure 
provides the primary erosion protection. He emphasized that the minor erosion 
observed on the slope is more likely attributed to the natural degradation of the 
wooden retaining walls and runoff from precipitation. In response to these 
sources of erosion, sustainable erosion mitigation techniques, rather than an 
armour stone retaining wall and hardscaping, could be effectively employed. 
 
Considering that the site mainly consists of clay sediment, which is generally 
resistant to erosion, Mr. Davidson suggested that measures such as re-sloping, 
naturalizing, or implementing bioengineering techniques from a geotechnical 
perspective would likely be sufficient to address the observed surface erosion. 
 
 
Exhibit 23 – Issues with Revised Proposal 3/3 
 
Exhibit 23 part three of three contains the following text, and is accompanied by 
two images of the site, taken by RVCA staff on October 19, 2023. 
 

Location of Proposed Development 
• Additional hardscaping proposed located entirely within 30-metres 

of the Rideau River.  
• Fill proposed within 1:100-year floodplain.  

• Precedence set by this development has significant 
cumulative impact potential on floodplain storage along the 
Rideau River.   

Pollution 
• Proposed additional hardscaping increases sheet runoff volume and 

may cause increased erosion.  
• Increased sheet runoff can bring additional nutrient loading into 

the river.  
 
Mr. Davidson emphasized that the larger armour stone crib and the armour 
stone abutting the access stairs are instances of unnecessary additional 
hardscaping from an erosion control and slope stability perspective. He 
highlighted that such additions increase the potential for sheet runoff on the site. 
 
Furthermore, he pointed out that the installation of four-to-six-inch (4 to 6) gravel 
and interlock on the concrete pad resulted in approximately seven point four 
(7.4) cubic meters of fill being added within the 1:100-year floodplain. While this 
volume may not individually pose a significant impact on floodplain storage, Mr. 
Davidson stressed the precedent set by this development for shoreline 
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development on the Rideau River, potentially leading to cumulative impacts on 
floodplain storage. 
 
Regarding the use of interlocked pavers at the top of the slope, Mr. Davidson 
raised concerns about limiting infiltration and inducing uncontrolled runoff water 
from precipitation. He recommended implementing stormwater control 
measures, such as permeable surfaces or rain gardens, to capture and slow 
down runoff water, thus reducing its erosive potential. This recommendation 
implies revisiting or reducing the use of interlocked pavers to mitigate the 
increased volume of runoff water. 
 
In conclusion, Mr. Davidson underscored the importance of carefully evaluating 
the potential consequences of multiple properties implementing hardscape or fill 
within the 1:100-year floodplain elevation. Such actions can have negative 
impacts beyond a single property, affecting the entire river geomorphological 
process. Hence, a thorough assessment is crucial before deciding to implement 
hardscape retaining walls. 
 
 
Exhibit 24 – Geotechnical Memo 1/3 

 
Exhibit 24 showcases pages one, two and three of the Technical Review 
Memorandum, conducted on December 4, 2023, by RVCA staff member 
Isabelle Maltais, P. Eng., who serves as RVCA’s Natural Hazard Water 
Resources Engineer. 

 
Exhibit 24 – Geotechnical Memo 2/3 
 
Exhibit 24 showcases pages four and five of the Technical Review 
Memorandum. 
 

 
Exhibit 24 – Geotechnical Memo 3/3 
 
Exhibit 24 showcases pages six and seven of the Technical Review 
Memorandum. 
 
Mr. Davidson summarized the letter; our geotechnical assessment indicates that 
the implementation of a hardscape retaining wall was not essential to address 
the identified structural stability and erosion concerns at the site. The slope has 
demonstrated satisfactory stability and can be appropriately addressed through 
alternative approaches such as regrading, naturalization, and bioengineering. 
Additionally, the observed erosion problems seem to stem primarily from the 
deterioration of the former wooden retaining walls and runoff water from the 
slope. 
 
 
Exhibit 25 – Notification Letter November 17, 2023 1/2 
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Exhibit 25 showcases pages one and two of the Notice of Application Review 
letter under Ont. Reg 174/06 S. 28 Conservation Authorities Act 1990, As 
Amended, sent to the applicant on November 17, 2023. 
 
Mr. Davidson clarified that the revised drawings submitted on November 15, 
2023, were found to be inadequate in meeting RVCA's policy documents. 
Despite efforts to address outstanding details, the submission did not align with 
the policy letter, and as of November 17, 2023, RVCA staff determined that 
approval could not be granted at the staff level. 
 
 
Exhibit 25 – Notification Letter November 17, 2023 2/2 
 
Exhibit 25 showcases page three of the Notice of Application Review letter 
under Ont. Reg 174/06 S. 28 Conservation Authorities Act 1990, As Amended. 

 
Policy Implications 

 
Mr. Davidson reviewed the following policy implications; 

 
• The information received in the application was reviewed under 

RVCA’s Development Policies which the Conservation Authority 
administers under Section 28 of the Conservation Authorities Act.  

• Specifically, this application was reviewed under: 
• Section 1.1 General Principles 
• Section 2.0 Policies Regarding Placing of Fill 

• Section 2.7 
• Section 3.0 Policies Regarding Alterations to Waterways 

Applications  
• Section 3.1 

• Certain aspects of the retroactive revised development proposal do 
not meet criteria outlined in RVCA’s development policy.  

 
 
Conservation Authorities Act – Section 28 

 
Mr. Davidson reviewed the following section from the Conservation Authorities 
Act; 

 
28.1 (1) An authority may issue a permit to a person to engage in an activity 
specified in the permit that would otherwise be prohibited by section 28, if, in the 
opinion of the authority, 
a) The activity is not likely to affect the control of flooding, erosion, dynamic 

beaches or pollution or the conservation of land. 
 
 
Ontario Regulation 174/06, Development Prohibited 
 
Mr. Davidson sited the following Ontario Regulation 174/06; 
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2. (1) Subject to section 3, no person shall undertake development or permit 
another person to undertake development in or on the areas within the 
jurisdiction of the Authority that are, 
b) river or stream valleys that have depressional features associated with a 

river or stream, whether or not they contain a watercourse, the limits of which 
are determined in accordance with the following rules: 

i.where the river or stream valley is apparent and has stable slopes, the 
valley extends from the stable top of bank, plus 15 metres, to a similar 
point on the opposite side 

3. (1) The Authority may grant permission for development in or on the areas 
described in subsection 2 (1) if, in its opinion, the control of flooding, erosion, 
dynamic beaches, pollution or the conservation of land will not be affected by 
the development. O. Reg. 174/06, s. 3 (1). 
 
 
RVCA Local Development Policy 1/4  
 
Mr. Davidson referred to the following Development Policies; 

 
Section 1.1 General Principles 
• 1.1 The Authority's consideration of all applications for permission to 

construct buildings and structures and to place fill or undertake site grading 
or to alter a waterway will be guided by the following principles of flood plain 
and watershed management: 

a) New development must not, in the opinion of the Authority, have the 
result of polluting or contributing to the pollution of the abutting 
watercourse nor will new development be permitted which will 
adversely affect the Authority’s interest in terms of the conservation of 
land. 

b) Development is to be set back a minimum distance of 30 metres from 
the normal high-water mark of a water course. Additionally, where 
there is a defined bank, development shall be no closer than 15 
metres from the top of the bank.  

 
 
RVCA Local Development Policy 2/4  
 
Mr. Davidson referred to the following Development Policies; 

 
Section 2.0 Policies Regarding the Placing of Fill  
• 2.0 Within the allowance of the regulatory floodplain described in Section 1.6 

site grading or fill placement or removal may be permitted provided it will not 
have an adverse effect on the control of flooding, erosion, pollution, or the 
conservation of land.  

• 2.7 General Provisions 
a) Matters related to the conservation of land shall be addressed such 

that a net environmental gain shall be achieved associated with   on-
site natural heritage features (wooded areas, riparian zones, wildlife 
habitat, etc.) 
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RVCA Local Development Policy 3/4  
 
Mr. Davidson referred to the following Development Policies; 
 
Section 3.0 Policies Regarding Alterations to Waterways Applications 
• The Conservation Authority’s primary interest is the preservation of natural 

channels which perform natural functions and the restoration of such 
natural functions where degradation has occurred. Altering, 
straightening, changing, diverting or interfering with the channel of any 
natural watercourse in the Authority’s area of jurisdiction must meet the 
following requirements. 

 
 
RVCA Local Development Policy 4/4  
 
Mr. Davidson referred to the following Development Policies; 
 
Section 3.1 
(i) Shoreline protection/improvement projects must meet the following criteria: 

b. Transitions from proposed protection to adjacent shorelines must 
be designed so that local erosion, debris accumulation or 
undesirable changes in local currents will not occur.  

(ii) Shoreline alteration and disturbance related to the provision of water access 
or viewing points including docks, boathouses, boat launch ramps, boat lifts, 
mooring points, decks, gazebos etc. must not result in a cumulative 
disturbance of more than 25% of the width (river frontage) of the property to 
a maximum of 50 feet (15.24 metres) whichever is less. The balance of the 
lot frontage will be left undisturbed in a state of nature. 

 
 
RVCA Strategic Plan 

 
Mr. Davidson referred to the Rideau Valley Conservation Authority’s Strategic 
Plan; 

 
Our Vision: A thriving watershed with clean abundant water, natural shorelines, 
rich forests and wetlands, diverse habitat and sustainable land use that is valued 
and protected by all.  
 
 
Summary 
 
Mr. Davidson provided the following summary; 

 
The development proposal cannot be approved at a staff level due to the 
following reasons:  
1. The granting of permission will be inconsistent with the approved 

Development Policies, Sections 1.1, 2.0, 2.7, 3.0 and 3.1, as amended and 
approved by the RVCA Board of Directors, February 2018; specifically: 

a. Development entirely within the 30-metre setback of the Rideau River 
without any net environmental gain for the riparian zone. 
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b. Fill within the 1:100-year floodplain resulting in adverse impact for 
flood control due to cumulative loss of floodplain storage capacity. 

c. Adverse impact with the respect to pollution control due to reduced 
infiltration and increased runoff from hardened surfaces.  

d. Increased erosion potential due to sheet runoff and on adjacent 
shorelines.  

2. The granting of permission will set a precedent for shoreline development 
and hardening on the Rideau River.  

3. The project is inconsistent with the principles of conservation of land 
because it removes natural shoreline functions. 

 
 

7.0 Presentation by Applicant / Agent 
 

Mr. Watson, the applicant’s agent provided background information on 
Karen Sergeant's home purchase on the Rideau River. He highlighted 
ongoing discussions with Ms. Sergeant over the past year to make the 
home livable. Referring to RVCA's Exhibit 5, he emphasized that the 
concrete pad remained untouched but had cracked and shifted over time. 
Mr. Watson clarified that the original proposal involved using concrete 
interlock to maintain the natural vegetation hanging over the sitting area 
with a firepit. The intention was not to create a new waterfront but to 
restore it to the way it was before deterioration.  
 
Mr. Watson asked Mr. Fritzsche to open RVCA Exhibit 5 1/2, and 
discussed the evidence of a two-tier structure, which he considered an 
eyesore. Mr. Watson explained that they had initially proposed another 
two-tier retaining wall but compromised on a single tiered wall. After the 
first row of rocks, they found the slope still steep and added another row, 
deviating from the agreed upon plan. During a site visit with Mr. Fritzsche 
and another RVCA staff member and Section 28 Inspector, Matt Jokiel, 
Ms. Sergeant expressed concerns over the steep slope, however, staff 
rejected the installed second row of armour stone. Mr. Watson argued for 
reinstating the two-tier structure, citing the previous existence of partially 
visible remnants of a deteriorated structure. He emphasized the need to 
restore it for Ms. Sergeant family to use in the ways they want to. 
 
Mr. Watson further explained that Ms. Sergeant had experienced water 
issues in the basement of the dwelling, leading to the need for excavation 
around the foundation of the dwelling. The City of Ottawa confirmed no 
permit was needed to proceed with excavating. The existing interlock, 
reaching the patio door and top of the foundation, caused water-related 
problems in the basement. The modifications were made to address this 
issue. Concerns about water in the basement prompted discussions with 
RVCA staff member Laura Cummings, Regulations Officer. 
 
Mr. Watson referred to a new photo, RVCA’s Exhibit 22, noting that the 
retaining wall remained the same, with the addition of a cap. The existing 
concrete was uneven, preventing its use, and a two-tier retaining wall was 
transformed into a slope. A retaining wall was deemed necessary to 
prevent soil erosion around a mature tree. Additional elements like stairs 
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and interlock for a hot tub were included in response to Ms. Sergeant’s 
requests, with planned vegetation as per RVCA recommendations. Mr. 
Watson affirmed their commitment to respecting RVCA guidelines and 
ensuring compliance. 
 
The applicant’s neighbour to the south, Kim Villa, gave a statement; 
 
Kim Villa expressed concerns regarding the waterfront slope on her 
property, located south of the applicant’s property, emphasizing her 
adherence to all RVCA rules and regulations during the time of her own 
property development. She elaborated that she implemented erosion 
control techniques with layers of mesh and straw, along with strategic 
planting, two summers ago, at the request of RVCA staff. However, 
dealing with the steep slope posed significant challenges to weeding and 
landscaping her yard, stressing that maintenance of her slope poses a 
danger to her personal safety. She then went on to further explain the 
procedure that took place on her property by stating she installed rip rap, 
composed of Rosetta stone (prefab concrete), which was initially 
recommended instead of natural stone like armour stone. Despite 
following guidelines, the rip rap proved ineffective, leading to her 
perception of erosion on her property’s slope. 
 
Ms. Villa highlighted the struggle to maintain the waterfront's safety and 
vegetation, noting that the RVCA recommended solutions were not 
proving sustainable. The insistence on using Rosetta stone instead of 
natural stone added to the frustration. Despite seeking approval for larger 
stones through a structural engineer's report, the challenges persisted. 
Ms. Villa expressed concern about the long-term sustainability of the 
current approach to Ms. Sergeant’s property, emphasizing the increasing 
cost of fixing issues caused by following RVCA's approved 
recommendations based on her own experiences. Ms. Villa's statements 
lacked scientific data, design plans, or supporting photos to substantiate 
her claims. The RVCA did not provide comment on Ms. Villa's 
statements, and her file was separate from the one presented at the 
current Hearing.  
 
The homeowner and applicant, Karen Sergeant then gave a statement.  
 
Karen Sergeant addressed her application, highlighting the condition of 
the home she purchased on the river, which required various repairs. She 
emphasized the existence of a deteriorated retaining wall that was not 
initially visible due to overgrowth. Ms. Sergeant acknowledged the 
previous owners, mentioning a wooden retaining wall with eight-by-eight-
foot (8’ x 8’) posts, likely constructed with railway ties. Desiring a natural 
stone replacement, Ms. Sergeant sought to enhance the property's 
appearance and prevent runoff from affecting the pier. She noted that she 
refers to the concrete pad as ‘the pier’.  
 
Ms. Sergeant clarified that the changes made, including the addition of 
interlock, aimed to address safety concerns due to the deteriorating 
condition of the existing features. She emphasized the preservation of the 
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river environment and protection against erosion, asserting that the 
current state is an improvement over the previous overgrown vegetation. 
Ms. Sergeant explained her need for a low-maintenance space, 
particularly after her husband's passing from lung cancer in 2021, making 
her a single mother. The project was driven by her desire to create a 
pleasant space for her children and herself to enjoy, contributing to her 
mental health recovery. 

 
Expressing disagreement with RVCA's objections to the submitted plans, 
Ms. Sergeant requested acceptance by the RVCA Hearing Board of the 
development changes so that she can move forward and enjoy the space 
as a family, as she did not want to remove any work that had already 
been done. She thanked the committee for their time and expressed 
appreciation for any assistance in resolving the matter. 
 

8.0   Discussion 
 

Mr. Dowdall, referenced RVCA Exhibit 22 and inquired about the four 
rows of flagstone on the revised plan, questioning whether they were 
approved in the Letter of Authorization. Mr. Watson clarified that the four 
rows were included in the submitted drawing, emphasizing the need for 
them due to the presence of a shed. He explained that the wall was 
necessary to retain the shed, preventing it from ending up in the river. 
When asked about the height of the long row of stones, Mr. Watson 
indicated that it was two high, contrary to RVCA's suggestion of one high. 
He further noted that an additional row, initially removed based on 
RVCA's advice, was deemed necessary after realizing the steepness of 
the slope. Mr. Watson explained the constraints of the small yard, 
expressing the challenge of creating a sitting area at the top without the 
additional retaining wall. 
 
Ms. Villa, noting that she wished there was a photograph with a wider 
shot to depict more of her property, contributed to the discussion, noting 
that even with her longer backyard, the presence of one row of concrete 
stone contributes to a steep slope. This observation highlighted the 
challenges in managing the slope and the need for careful consideration 
in retaining wall design to address these concerns effectively. 
 
Chair Strackerjan asked for the Executive Committee members to 
specifically address the person they wish to answer their questions. 
 
Mr. Waterfield asked Mr. Watson to share his professional background, 
history and experience working on waterfront properties. Mr. Watson 
emphasized his early start at the age of fourteen and his education in 
horticulture technology at Algonquin College. He currently owns a 
landscaping store in Carleton Place and has experience working on 
waterfront properties, though not extensively. Mr. Watson acknowledged 
receiving valuable assistance from RVCA staff and highlighted his 
expertise in interlock retaining walls construction. He also mentioned the 
challenges of competing with professionals such as Deep Shore Marine 
Contracting, who work off a barge to conduct their shoreline landscaping 
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work. 
 
Mr. Waterfield posed a second question, asking Mr. Watson if he felt he 
could have consulted more with the RVCA or if he considered the 
consultation sufficient. Mr. Watson responded that there could have been 
more consultation and mentioned calling RVCA to get their opinion and to 
better understand what development is prohibited on this property. He 
highlighted Mr. Fritzsche’s visit on day one, emphasizing the desire to 
restore what was already present. Mr. Watson acknowledged the need 
for drawings and engineers in the future, expressing awareness gained 
from this experience. He humorously referenced his employee's 
extensive effort of staying at the RVCA office for 8 hours until the 
drawings met all specifications as outlined by RVCA staff, noting the 
employee's desire not to return to Mexico. 
 
Ms. Barr inquired about Isabelle Maltais’s findings regarding the shoreline 
slope and its overall height. She asked if the values had been altered 
during the work and commented on the stability of a 2:1 slope. Ms. 
Maltais stated that the overall slope angle was calculated from the toe of 
the concrete wall to the crest of the slope and was at about 18 degrees. 
This is lower than a 3 Horizontal:1 Vertical slope. Ms. Maltais stated that 
it is inherently stable on its own and would not affect the stability of the 
existing dwelling foundation. 
 
Ms. Robinson sought clarification from Mr. Davidson on what needs to be 
removed to align with the approved submitted plan. Mr. Davidson referred 
to Exhibit 22 and specified that the north section, including the row above 
the tree and the stones along the stairs, was not approved. Additionally, 
the row of armour stone along the concrete abutment, the stepped wall, 
the wall along the south property line, and the paving stones in front of 
the dwelling were not approved despite being in the drawing. The paving 
stones and additional fill on top of the concrete abutment cannot be 
approved as they are located on lands owned by Parks Canada, and 
completely within the floodplain.  
 
Mr. Waterfield directed his question to Mr. Davidson and inquired about 
the practicality of removing the completed work. Mr. Davidson explained 
that the completed work has altered the slope, making it challenging to 
remove selectively, in addition, heavy equipment will be required to drive 
along the north end of the property to get to the areas that need to be 
removed. Ms. Sergeant interjected, mentioning that access was initially 
through the south side (Kim's side). Ms. Villa added, but now her property 
has been graded and the fence replaced, making access that way no 
longer feasible. Mr. Watson added that they had to excavate along the 
house due to water issues and had to fix the foundation.  
 
Mr. Dowdall asked Mr. Fritzsche about his initial site visit. Mr. Fritzsche 
referred to Exhibit 7, explaining that the applicant had reached out to the 
Landowner Resource Center (LRC) ahead of the work. The LRC 
arranged a pre-consultation site visit, and during this visit, they observed 
that work had begun without permit approval. Heavy equipment, such as 
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a Kabota, was used to strip the land of vegetation, and they noticed the 
installation of a raised concrete sill along with changes to the brick crib. 
 
Ms. Barr inquired about permeable materials, directing the question to Mr. 
Davidson. Mr. Davidson clarified that achieving permeability involves a 
system of materials, not just a single layer. The system typically includes 
various layers, such as underdrains, to collectively achieve the necessary 
permeable characteristics. 
 
Chair Strackerjan sought clarity on the timeline of events and pointed out 
that it seemed like work had commenced before the application was 
approved. Mr. Watson responded, explaining that they started work on 
the foundation, believing that if they were working back from the water 
and dealing with existing structures, they did not require a permit. Mr. 
Watson expressed that they were not aware of the requirement for a 
permit when they started the work. He acknowledged a lack of 
experience and mentioned consulting with Deep Shore Marine 
Contracting, who informed them about potential fines if they continued 
development work within the regulated zone without a permit from the 
RVCA. He mentioned that Ms. Sergeant had paid for the application, 
assuming the application served as the permit. He stated that the RVCA 
contacted the City of Ottawa, suspecting that a permit might be needed 
for the foundation work, but it turned out not to be the case. 
 
Chair Strackerjan directed her next question to Mr. Davidson, inquiring 
about the Parks Canada owned area of the property, and whether they 
are aware of the situation and how they are proceeding. Mr. Davidson 
confirmed that Parks Canada is aware of the situation. 
  
Chair Strackerjan asked about the slope, the type of vegetation, and 
whether that is part of the process the RVCA has advised. Mr. Davidson 
explained that the RVCA shoreline naturalization program includes a list 
of suitable plant species, and shoreline staff were out to the site to 
discuss options with the property owner. Regarding the age of the wall, 
Ms. Villa mentioned that the previous owner and his father built it when 
they first constructed the house in the 1980’s. 
 
Mr. Dowdall asked Mr. Watson about the signing of the letter of 
permission and requested clarification. Mr. Watson and Mr. Davidson 
both clarified that they did sign the letter of permission. 
 
Chair Strackerjan asked Mr. Davidson to review the timeline of the 
submitted applications. Mr. Davidson provided an overview of the 
timeline, outlining the key events from the initial site plan to the request 
for the Hearing. 

 
  Ms. Casgrain-Robertson clarified that the permit that was issued was not 

for the work that is on site now. This Hearing seeks approval for the work 
that was done after the permit was issued. Staff approved a scaled back 
version and now the request is for approval of the current state of the site. 
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Mr. Watson spoke up to state that it seems like we are arguing over the 
bottom row of rocks, and they compromised on the top row. 
 
Ms. Robinson inquired about the concerns associated with removing the 
wall. Mr. Davidson explained that the request to remove the wall is aimed 
at eliminating the hardening of the shoreline. Initially, the discussion 
involved eight (8) inch blocks because there were no slope stability 
issues. If the wall is entirely removed, it would result in just an edging 
along the concrete, and vegetation could be utilized for slope 
stabilization. During the discussion, Mr. Watson and Ms. Villa 
emphasized that the slope on Ms. Villa's property is very steep and 
dangerous. When Chair Strackerjan asked about the slope degree for 
comparison to Ms. Sergeant’s property, Ms. Villa mentioned that she 
doesn't have that information but highlighted that her slope goes directly 
to the water, not to a concrete pad. Ms. Sergeant chimed in, noting that 
with the two rows of armour stone, the slope starts from a higher point but 
remains very steep. Mr. Watson added that there is a drainage tile behind 
the wall, allowing water to be filtered out and providing a natural way to 
feed the plants with water. 
 

 Chair Strackerjan called for any further questions.  
 

Mr. Watson asked the Hearing Board if they are all councillors. Each 
member replied, stating the municipality they represent, except for Anne 
Robinson who clarified that she is appointed by the City of Ottawa as a 
citizen representative. 

 
 

9.0 Hearing Board to move In Camera 
 
Resolution 2B-231214  Moved by:  Gary Waterfield 
     Seconded by: Anne Robinson 
  
THAT the Rideau Valley Conservation Authority’s Executive Committee move in 
camera. 
        Resolution Carried 
 
 

10.0 Hearing Board to move out of Camera 
 
Resolution 4B-231214  Moved by:  Anne Robinson 
     Seconded by: Brian Dowdall 
 
THAT the Rideau Valley Conservation Authority’s Executive Committee 
members move out of camera. 
 
        Resolution Carried 

 

11.0 Chair to advise of Hearing Board decision. 
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The following resolution was voted on during the In Camera session and 
relayed verbatim to the applicants, agents, and staff at the Hearing. 

 
Resolution 3B-231214   
 
THAT the Rideau Valley Conservation Authority Hearing Board Deny the revised 
application, dated November 15, 2023, file number RV3-59/23 as submitted to 
the conservation authority for the following reasons: 
 
1. The granting of permission will be inconsistent with the approved 

Development Policies, Sections 1.1, 2.0, 2.7, 3.0 and 3.1, as 
amended and approved by the RVCA Board of Directors, February 
2018; specifically: 

 
a. Development entirely within the 30-metre setback of the Rideau 

River without any net environmental gain for the riparian zone 
(Sections 1.1 a), 2.7 a) & 3.1). 

b. Fill within the 1:100-year floodplain resulting in adverse impact for 
flood control due to cumulative loss of floodplain storage capacity 
(Sections 1.1 a) & 2.0). 

c. Adverse impact with the respect to pollution control due to reduced 
infiltration and increased runoff from hardened surfaces (Section 
3.1). 

d.  Increased erosion potential due to sheet runoff and on adjacent 
 shorelines (Section 3.1) 
 

2. The granting of permission will set a precedent for shoreline 
development and hardening on the Rideau River. 
 

3. The project is inconsistent with the principle of conservation of land 
because it removes natural shoreline functions. 

 
        Resolution Carried 
 

This decision of the Executive Committee of the Rideau Valley 
Conservation Authority on the application as filed with the Conservation 
Authority is final. You will receive a formal written notification of our decision in 
accordance with Section 4.2 of our Hearing Procedures (meaning registered 
mail or other means where proof of receipt is provided) once the hearing 
minutes have been prepared (usually within a week). You may appeal the 
decision on your application directly to the Ontario Land Tribunal within 30 
days of receipt of the written reasons. 

 
 
Resolution 5B-231214  Moved by:  Anne Barr 
     Seconded by: Gary Waterfield 
 
THAT the Rideau Valley Conservation Authority Hearing Board moves to sit as 
the Executive Committee.  
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Resolution Carried 

 
12.0 Adjournment 

 
 

The meeting adjourned at 9:21 p.m. on a motion by Brian Dowdall that was 
seconded by Anne Robinson.  

 
    

_____________________________  _________________________ 
Kristin Strackerjan     Marissa Grondin 
Chair       Recording Secretary 



Executive Committee Hearing S. 28 (12) 
of the Conservation Authority Act

Application File No.: RV3-5923
Owner: Karen Sergeant

Date Received: August 30, 2023

December 14, 2023



Exhibit 1 – Case Overview

• File: RV3-5923
• Municipal address: 6079 James Bell Drive, Manotick 
• Owner: Karen Sergeant 

• Retroactive Revised Development Proposal: 
• “Proposal for Changes to Landscape Project located at 6079 James Bell Drive” 

• “Installation of a Second Row of Armor Stone”
• “Additional Armor Stone Installed Adjacent to Newly Constructed Stairs”
• “Installation of Interlock within the Floodplain” 



Exhibit 2 – Site Location



Exhibit 3 - RVCA Hazard Map



Exhibit 4 – Development Location



Exhibit 5 - Existing Conditions 1/2

Eastern side of dwelling, facing south Western side of shoreline, facing south

Source: Applicant submitted photos – August 2023



Exhibit 5 – Existing Conditions 2/2

Eastern side shoreline, facing south Eastern side shoreline, facing southeast

Source: Applicant submitted photos – August 2023



Exhibit 6 - Initial Application Submission – Submitted August 24, 2023 

Source: Agent submitted photos



Exhibit 7 – Existing Conditions on August 29, 2023

August 29, 2023 – 6079 James Bell Drive
Raised Concrete Sill



Exhibit 8 - Initial Site Plan Submission – Submitted August 30, 2023 



Exhibit 9 - Initial Cross Section Submission – Submitted August 30, 2023 



Exhibit 10 - Initial Grading Plan Submission – Submitted August 31, 2023 



Exhibit 11 

6079 James Bell Drive –
September 14, 2023

Work observed without permit approval



Exhibit 12 – Notice of Violation – September 15, 2023



Exhibit 13 – Amended Site Plan Submission – Submitted September 25, 2023 



Exhibit 14 

6079 James Bell Drive –
October 5, 2023

Work observed without permit approval



Exhibit 15 - Approved Site Plan – Approved October 12, 2023



Exhibit 16 -Approved Cross Section – Approved October 12, 2023



Exhibit 17 - Letter of Permission – Issued October 12, 2023



Exhibit 18 - October 19, 2023, Site Visit

• RVCA staff confirm that works 
completed on site have gone beyond 
the scope of the design approved in 
RV3-5923 Letter of Permission issued 
on October 12, 2023. 

• Stairs do not conform to approved 
design.

• Armour stone wall does not conform to 
approved design. 

• Armour stone around tree does not 
conform to approved design.

• Gravel and interlock placed on concrete 
pad.

• Revised proposal drawings were 
requested

October 19, 2023  -  6079 James Bell Drive



Exhibit 19 – Submitted Retroactive Revised Site Plan

Source: Applicant’s Revised Drawings  – received November 15, 2023



Exhibit 20 – Submitted Retroactive Revised Cross-Sections

Source: Applicant’s Revised Drawings  – received November 15, 2023



Exhibit 21 – Retroactive Revised Project Description

• The installation of an approximately 62’ feet long armour stone retaining wall of 
29” to 48” (2 blocks – 3 blocks) in height at toe of slope adjacent to the Rideau 
River.

• Install 7’ wide, 13’ deep access stairs and relocate to opposite side of tree. The 
relocated stairs are approximately 6’ 11 ¾” (2.13 metres) in height.

• Install armour stone adjacent to the relocated stairs.
• Install armour stone wall surrounding mature tree. 
• Approximately 62’ (19 metres) of existing slope behind proposed wall to be cut 

back to a 2.5:1 - 3:1 slope ratio. Slope to be planted with natural vegetation and 
covered with appropriate erosion control blanket.

• The existing interlock surrounding dwelling on table land to be expanded around 
the eastern side of the dwelling with additional interlock.

• Leveling out of existing concrete pad with new gravel and interlock installed on 
concrete pad.



Exhibit 22 - Current Condition

November 30, 2023  -  6079 James Bell Drive



RV3-5923 - Previously Approved
Application Oct. 12, 2023

RV3-5923 - Revised Application Nov.
15, 2023

Armour stone retaining wall (single block) 15” in height, 62’ in 
length along the toe of the shoreline slope

Additional armour stone 17” in height, 62’ in length – total 
height of wall is now 29” – 32”

Additional fill added to slope to backfill higher armour stone 
wall

Armour stone wall tapering to 69” (4 blocks) high to stabilize 
slope on eastern side of property

Same

Armour stone wall 48” (3 blocks) high to replace existing brick 
crib around tree on west side of shoreline

Armour stone wall up to 5 blocks in height
larger than previous brick crib structure

Install 7’ wide by 6’ 11 ⁄3 4” high access stairs (location of stairs 
changed to opposite side of tree)

Armour stone abutting stairs.

62’ of slope behind armour stone wall to be cut back at a 2.5:1 
– 3:1 slope, planted with natural vegetation and covered with 
erosion control blanket

Area to be planted has been reduced due to height of wall and 
hardscaping on the tableland, including approximately 85 
square metres of interlock

Extension of 18” high, 69’ long armour stone retaining wall to 
connect with shoreline retaining wall which splits the table 
land into two parts

4” to 6” gravel and interlock has been installed on the 
concrete pad (7.4 cubic metres of fill)



Exhibit 23 - Issues with Revised 
Proposal 1/3

• Conservation of Land
• A net environmental gain should be achieved in 

matters associated with on-site natural heritage 
features, such as riparian zones.

• More sustainable erosion mitigation techniques 
are feasible at the site. 

• Conservation of Land 
• is the protection, management or restoration of lands 

within the watershed ecosystem for the purpose of 
maintaining or enhancing the natural features and 
ecological functions and hydrological functions, within 
the watershed.

October 19, 2023  -  6079 James Bell Drive



Exhibit 23 - Issues with Revised Proposal 2/3

• Existing conditions on site with respect to erosion do not 
warrant the type/size of retaining wall that has been 
constructed.

• Based on preliminary evaluation of the slope stability 
and erosion hazards at the site from a geotechnical 
perspective, staff concluded that the use of hardscape 
retaining wall was not required. 

• Precedent set for development on the Rideau River for 
unnecessary hardscaping when natural solutions are 
available. 

• Such as naturalization, regrading, or bio-engineering 
erosion mitigation techniques. October 19, 2023  -  6079 James Bell Drive



Exhibit 23 - Issues with Revised Proposal 3/3
Location of Proposed Development
• Additional hardscaping proposed located entirely within 30-

metres of the Rideau River. 
• Fill proposed within 1:100-year floodplain. 

• Precedence set by this development has significant 
cumulative impact potential on floodplain storage 
along the Rideau River.  

October 19, 2023  -  6079 James Bell Drive

Pollution
• Proposed additional hardscaping increases sheet runoff volume and may 

cause increased erosion. 
• Increased sheet runoff can bring additional nutrient loading into the 

river. 

October 19, 2023  -  6079 James Bell Drive



Exhibit 24 – Geotechnical Memo 1/3



Exhibit 24 – Geotechnical Memo 2/3



Exhibit 24 – Geotechnical Memo 3/3



Exhibit 25 – Notification Letter November 17, 2023 1/2



Exhibit 25 – Notification Letter November 17, 2023 2/2



Policy Implications

• The information received in the application was reviewed under RVCA’s 
Development Policies which the Conservation Authority administers under 
Section 28 of the Conservation Authorities Act. 

• Specifically, this application was reviewed under:
• Section 1.1 General Principles
• Section 2.0 Policies Regarding Placing of Fill

• Section 2.7
• Section 3.0 Policies Regarding Alterations to Waterways Applications 

• Section 3.1

• Certain aspects of the retroactive revised development proposal do not meet
criteria outlined in RVCA’s development policy. 



Conservation Authorities Act – Section 28

28.1 (1) An authority may issue a permit to a person to engage in an activity 
specified in the permit that would otherwise be prohibited by section 28, if, in the 
opinion of the authority,

a) The activity is not likely to affect the control of flooding, erosion, dynamic 
beaches or pollution or the conservation of land.



Ontario Regulation 174/06, Development Prohibited

2. (1) Subject to section 3, no person shall undertake development or permit 
another person to undertake development in or on the areas within the jurisdiction 
of the Authority that are,
b) river or stream valleys that have depressional features associated with a river or 

stream, whether or not they contain a watercourse, the limits of which are 
determined in accordance with the following rules:
i. where the river or stream valley is apparent and has stable slopes, the valley 

extends from the stable top of bank, plus 15 metres, to a similar point on the 
opposite side

3. (1) The Authority may grant permission for development in or on the areas 
described in subsection 2 (1) if, in its opinion, the control of flooding, erosion, 
dynamic beaches, pollution or the conservation of land will not be affected by the 
development. O. Reg. 174/06, s. 3 (1).



RVCA Local Development Policy 1/4

Section 1.1 General Principles

• 1.1 The Authority's consideration of all applications for permission to construct
buildings and structures and to place fill or undertake site grading or to alter a
waterway will be guided by the following principles of flood plain and watershed
management:

a) New development must not, in the opinion of the Authority, have the result of polluting
or contributing to the pollution of the abutting watercourse nor will new development
be permitted which will adversely affect the Authority’s interest in terms of the
conservation of land.

b) Development is to be set back a minimum distance of 30 metres from the normal high-
water mark of a water course. Additionally, where there is a defined bank, development
shall be no closer than 15 metres from the top of the bank.



Section 2.0 Policies Regarding the Placing of Fill 
• 2.0 Within the allowance of the regulatory floodplain described in Section 1.6 site grading or 

fill placement or removal may be permitted provided it will not have an adverse effect on the 
control of flooding, erosion, pollution, or the conservation of land.

• 2.7 General Provisions
a) Matters related to the conservation of land shall be addressed such that a net 

environmental gain shall be achieved associated with   on-site natural heritage features 
(wooded areas, riparian zones, wildlife habitat, etc.)

RVCA Local Development Policy 2/4



RVCA Local Development Policy 3/4

Section 3.0 Policies Regarding Alterations to Waterways Applications

• The Conservation Authority’s primary interest is the preservation of natural channels 
which perform natural functions and the restoration of such natural functions 
where degradation has occurred. Altering, straightening, changing, diverting or 
interfering with the channel of any natural watercourse in the Authority’s area of 
jurisdiction must meet the following requirements.



Section 3.1

(i) Shoreline protection/improvement projects must meet the following criteria:
b. Transitions from proposed protection to adjacent shorelines must be designed so that 

local erosion, debris accumulation or undesirable changes in local currents will not 
occur. 

(ii)Shoreline alteration and disturbance related to the provision of water access or 
viewing points including docks, boathouses, boat launch ramps, boat lifts, mooring 
points, decks, gazebos etc. must not result in a cumulative disturbance of more than 
25% of the width (river frontage) of the property to a maximum of 50 feet (15.24 
metres) whichever is less. The balance of the lot frontage will be left undisturbed in 
a state of nature.

RVCA Local Development Policy 4/4



RVCA Strategic Plan

• Our Vision: A thriving watershed with clean abundant water, natural shorelines, 
rich forests and wetlands, diverse habitat and sustainable land use that is valued 
and protected by all. 



Summary

The development proposal cannot be approved at a staff level due to the following 
reasons: 
1. The granting of permission will be inconsistent with the approved Development Policies, Sections 1.1, 

2.0, 2.7, 3.0 and 3.1, as amended and approved by the RVCA Board of Directors, February 2018; 
specifically:

a. Development entirely within the 30-metre setback of the Rideau River without any net 
environmental gain for the riparian zone.

b. Fill within the 1:100-year floodplain resulting in adverse impact for flood control due to 
cumulative loss of floodplain storage capacity.

c. Adverse impact with the respect to pollution control due to reduced infiltration and increased 
runoff from hardened surfaces. 

d. Increased erosion potential due to sheet runoff and on adjacent shorelines. 

2. The granting of permission will set a precedent for shoreline development and hardening on the 
Rideau River. 

3. The project is inconsistent with the principles of conservation of land because it removes natural 
shoreline functions.



Document submitted to the Hearing Board by applicant Karen 
Sergeant

File number: RV3-59/23
December 14, 2023
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